Interpolation across surface discontinuities in structure from motion.
Interpolation across orientation discontinuities in simulated three-dimensional (3-D) surfaces was studied in three experiments with the use of structure-from-motion (SFM) displays. The displays depicted dots on two slanted planes with a region devoid of dots (a gap) between them. If extended through the gap at constant slope, the planes would meet at a dihedral edge. Subjects were required to place an SFM probe dot, located within the gap, on the perceived surface. Probe dot placements indicated that subjects perceived a smooth surface connecting the planes rather than a surface with a discontinuity. Probe dot placements varied with slope of the planes, density of the dots, and gap size, but not with orientation (horizontal or vertical) of the dihedral edge or of the axis of rotation. Smoothing was consistent with models of 2-D interpolation proposed by Ullman (1976) and Kellman and Shipley (1991) and with a model of 3-D interpolation proposed by Grimson (1981).